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 WELL-PLANNED TEACHER 

Abdurakhmonova Nozima Zafarjonovna, 

English teacher, Margilan city specialized school 

       Annotation.  As we all know, anything can be perfected if planned.  It is important to 

make a plan that considers the beginning, duration and with what achievements it will end.  

At the same time, it is important for teachers to plan all their current and future lessons.  

For the teacher, the plan is necessary to control the time, students to learn a new topic in 

an orderly manner, and to organize the materials used in the educational process. 

       Аннотация. Как мы все знаем, все можно усовершенствовать, если все 

спланировать.   Важно составить план, учитывающий начало, 

продолжительность и то, какими достижениями оно закончится.   При этом 

учителям важно планировать все свои текущие и будущие уроки.   Для 

преподавателя план необходим для контроля времени, упорядоченного изучения 

учащимися новой темы, организации материалов, используемых в учебном процессе. 

       Key words: teacher, student, lesson plan, materials, goal, teaching, topics, class, 

process, control, educational. 
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класс, процесс, контроль, учебный. 

       Teaching is the interaction between the teacher and the student that is done to achieve 

pre-planned goals. This process should begin with the perfect plan, continue with patience 

and end with success. 

       Preparing a lesson plan is a process that is equally important and creative, useful for 

both sides: teacher and students. Teachers can manage their time and materials according 

to lesson plan. Students can learn topics and rules step by step with the following plans. If 

teachers plan every minute of her or his lesson, they can inspire more respect and 

engagement from the learners throughout the class. It means being prepared to answer any 

questions that students may have in the most effective way. 
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        As we know, not all the time we can have what we wanted in the class. Some technical 

problems, paper shortcomings, unpredictable situations may prevent us from achievement. 

If we start the teaching day with a well-prepared plan, we can overcome such kind of 

problems.  

       Lesson plans also provide a huge number of important benefits for us. Lesson plan 

helps thinking time during the lesson. It enables us to reflect on how the lesson is going 

whilst it is in progress, and to think about whether and how small adjustments might need 

to be made, and time to think about how well each pupil’s learning experience is being 

optimized. Thinking time during a lesson is like gold-dust- it’s the most valuable 

commodity that a teacher needs to have and is often in short supply. Good planning means 

that the many decisions that you need to make during a lesson, have already been thought 

through before the lesson take place.  

       Next important benefit for us is in terms of stress. For newly qualified teachers, they 

can go into a lesson confident that you have planned what will be happening, that the 

materials you need to use have been checked and are to hand, that the correct answers to 

the questions you pose are readily available to you to refer to, and that the precise qualities 

and features you expect in a good piece of work will be explicit.16   

 

       As an English teacher I prepare my plan for each of my lessons. According to my 

students’ level, age, and capabilities I choose materials for lessons. I provide my students 

with materials step by step with the help of planning. They can learn and acquire essential 

skills easily and without time management problems. I always try to keep up with time 

because not all the time 45 minutes won’t be enough for entire new topic or grading and 

checking students. I try to pay attention to new topics more. Every lesson we have at least 

one game and outstanding activity with my students. It helps to remember previous topics 

 
16 Essential teaching skills, Fifth edition, Oxford university press, 2018 
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 and memorize new themes. In my opinion, in every teacher’s lesson plan there should be 

a game or activity which aimed to gather students’ attention and strengthen topics.  

       A well-designed lesson plan can: 

• Can help students and teachers understand the main idea of a lesson. 

• Coordinates the materials with the topic. 

• Aligns the assessment with the learning goal. 

• Allows the teacher to translate the curriculum into learning activities. 

• Speeds up the long-lasting process of teaching and learning. 

Effective lesson planning can also contribute to teacher’s own success and well-being. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 


